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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe a component-based
architecture which allows to create interactive teaching
applets simplifying the understanding of complex
technical processes. In contrast to existing approaches the
user can experiment interactively with components thus
influencing the presentation and the results of the
algorithms being illustrated. We explain how applets can
be created using modular units (ItBeans), how the user
can combine these using the Interactive Teaching Bean
construction Kit (ItBeanKit), which allows users to create
Interactive Visualization Artifacts (IVAs), according to a
desired level of functionality and appearance, suitable for
their specific needs.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In the past a lot of electronic teaching material
including electronic books, intelligent tutorial systems and
web-based courses emerged. Most of these also
commercially available products use a variety of different
media such as video, audio, images, animations and
hypertext to exploit the nature of hypermedia at its best in
order to yield some sort of optimal learning success.

½

Connection of animations. Most applets available
nowadays are running in a stand-alone mode. The
user, e.g. cannot connect an animation of a video
decoder to that of a network and study the resulting
effects.

½

Reusability. Many animations have been developed
without regard to software engineering in terms of
reusability. The animation of JPEG [1] or MPEG [2]
serves as a good example: Even though both
compression schemes use the Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT), and the Huffman encoding, a reuse
of a component coming from an already finished
animation of JPEG can in most cases not be used to
visualize a step of the MPEG-compression process.

½

Hierarchical structure. Most applets do not deal with
changing user requirements. Beginners, as well as
intermediate students and experts can nowadays only
use the same animation.

½

Video-like nature of animations. Most of the
animations being used to visualize complex algorithms and techniques cannot be influenced by the
user. A user can only observe the ongoing animation
and try to understand the underlying theory. As the
only available form of interaction most animations
use parameters to change the output.

It is the goal of the interactive Teaching project
(iTeach) of the Darmstadt University of Technology to
create a system with an optimal support for the learner,
integrating a variety of different learning styles and a
component-based applet architecture which can be used to
experiment with complex algorithms. As the research area
of adaptive hypermedia systems is being explored for a
long time now it is the particular goal of iTeach to
examine how multimedia can be used best to support the
learning process thus extending the focus from systems
most often based exclusively on text and images to real
multimedia systems integrating text, images, audio, video,
and animations. This also implies the knowledge which of
these media has to be used with respect to the particular
content to be explained. Especially the meaningful use of
different media is being neglected in many commercial
systems following the paradigm “the more – the better”.

½

Experiments. The user cannot change the behavior of
applets by omitting certain steps or by adding or
exchanging components.

In this paper we concentrate on the description of an
effective way to create interactive teaching animations.
Unlike other work, our model takes a user-centered view

In addition, a vast amount of animations has been
generated, caused by the rapid growth of the WWW in
combination with languages like Java and VRML.
However, these animations often show some major
drawbacks, such as

(what does the user need to see?) rather than a designercentered view (what can we show him?), and employs a
multilayered presentation to improve the effectiveness of
learning. Our approach enables the developer to employ
reusable components which can be combined to create a
complete animation for a given problem. To simplify this
process we use a visual builder tool to create a complete
animation from predefined components. We call this
framework, which contains images, text, audio, and
animation the Interactive teaching component-based
(Beans) toolKit (“ItBeanKit”).
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we
describe the iTeach-project to explain the background of
our work. Section 3 examines the interaction aspects we
identified. In Section 4 we explain the architecture of our
visualization construction kit. Section 5 shows the
application of our concept being applied to the
compression scheme JPEG. Section 6 reviews related
work. Section 7 concludes the paper and gives an outlook.

setting parameters or in the case of mathematical
animations specify new functions which are then
animated. As we use a generic representation of the
components, new components can be included by an
insertion into the component-chain. The user could e.g.
decide to run a Huffman-encoding followed by an
arithmetic encoding which would not be available in a
standard applet animating a compression scheme. The
main difference between the textbook and the toolkit is
that the nature of the applets is static for the guided tour in
a sense that the composition as well as the functions of an
applet cannot be changed. As applets in the textbook are
used to explain exactly the theory described in the text,
modifications are only distracting the learner. However, it
is always possible to switch between the textbook and the
toolkit.
In the next Section the necessary conditions to develop
an efficient interactive toolkit are reviewed.
3.

2.

ACQUISITION OF INSIGHT

ITEACH-SYSTEM

The iTeach-System (interactive Teaching-System) strives
for an efficient learner-support in the process of teaching
multimedia and network technology. The system consists
of an electronic textbook explaining the topics to be learnt
[1]. The book is extended by a didactic component which
orders the content with regard to specific learning
strategies, based on a user profile which guides the user
by tracking the actions he is performing when reading the
electronic book. The individual chapters of the book are
generated on the fly on the basis of the learning style
which has been chosen. We currently support hierarchical
and constructivistic learning as well as learning based on
examples. Hierarchical learning explains the theory of a
topic followed by examples and applications.
Constructivistic learning starts with applications followed
by the theoretical background. Learning by example first
presents examples which are then generalized to explain
theories in a comprehensive manner. Using an explorative
style (learning by example), a user first has to learn a
specific subject by using an applet which is not of a static
nature in a sense that parameters can be modified and
components can be exchanged.
Applets serve as an important concept to illustrate
complex algorithms. The iTeach-system uses animations
both in the textbook and in a specific learning
environment which allows for experimenting with
component-based animation of algorithms. The
integration into the textbook is done on the basis of a
script: the teacher (or author) specifies the components
and their order to generate an applet which is then
included in the book as a guided-tour-applet. If the user
wishes to experiment with the algorithm, the applet-toolkit
can be invoked which allows for exchanging components,

The ability of the human being to acquire insight into
multivariate data can be enhanced by the opportunity to
view that data in a visualized form. Such a process of
visualization can be even more effective if interaction
with the data's presentation is supported. When
developing a visualization scheme to support a wide
variety of users, it becomes apparent that there are a
number of facets which should be taken into
consideration:
½ Identifying the needs of the user.
What do users want to see?
½ Establishing useful and meaningful representations
What is the best representation to convey the
information clearly, concisely and efficiently?
½ Investigating the problems of scale.
Meaningful visualization of both single components
and variable sized collections of components are
needed.
½ Introducing flexibility.
Techniques enabling the user to customize and
control the visualization should be investigated.
Our aim is to provide a useful and meaningful
visualization to assist in the learning process of
algorithms. The effectiveness of visualizations can be
enhanced if a collection of components are provided from
which applications can flexibly and fluently be created.
Such a proposition, which is the subject of this paper,
immediately identifies the issues interaction and support
of the learner.
Interaction implies that the learner is guided in the
sense that he can get feedback if problems emerge.
Assuming that the handling of the toolkit itself is intuitive
such problems can only result from the difficulty of the
topics to be learned. The difficulty of an algorithm to be

animated can result either from the knowledge of the
learner which might not be sufficient to understand the
topic or from the amount of information presented by the
animation. If the user’s knowledge is not sufficient to
understand parts of an algorithm we offer two possibilities
to acquire the corresponding knowledge: a user can read a
short explanation of the part of the algorithm he currently
executes or he can invoke the chapter of the textbook
explaining the underlying theory in depth. The latter
includes search functions to get a more specific way of
explanation.
The processing of an insufficient knowledge of a learner
is performed in a traditional way by using hyperlinked
multimedia documents. The second problem however, the
density of the presented information has to be dealt with
by another approach, the use of levels of complexity. The
idea behind a level of complexity is that a user can reduce
the information density of a part of an algorithm by
splitting the part of an animation he/she is currently using
into a number of steps which can be understood easier
equivalent to a smaller information density. This process
is shown in Figure 1. While C stands for complexity, the
upper index denotes the level, the lower the number of a
component.
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Fig.1: Levels of complexity

The particular components of the levels can be
implemented as JavaBeans [3] [4] [15]. Looking at the
animation of JPEG (section 5.2) there might be one
component in the first level only showing the resulting
image and data like the file size of the compressed as well
as the uncompressed image. In the second level there
could be the four steps: preparation – DCT – quantization
– entropy encoding. The third level could explain the DCT
as well as the different algorithms available to perform the
entropy encoding. We distinguish between three kinds of
interaction the user is provided with:
1.

2.

Variation of parameters of a running itBean
½ Visualization (level of complexity)
½ Animation (speed, background color, foreground
color,..)
½ Simulation (interaction by the user interface)
Composition and substitution of itBeans
½ Example: Substitute DCT (Discrete Cosine
Transformation) by FFT (Fast Fourier Trans-

3.

4.

formation) to
processing.
User guidance
½ Help function
½ Guided tour
½ Step function

modify

the

existing

JPEG

VISUALIZATION CONSTRUCTION KIT

A major advantage of a visualization construction kit is
that the composition and function of the eventual
interactive visualization artifact is under the control of the
user who is thus free to select and combine components
such as data producer and encoding blocks according to
his needs. Fischer and Lemke [5] describe such a
construction kit as "a set of building blocks that model a
problem domain. The building blocks define a design
space, that is, the set of all possible designs that can be
created".
The ItBeanKit currently being developed provides the
user with a workspace where visualization components
can be introduced, linked and where interaction can take
place [see figure 5]. When executed, all the components
are contained within windows, thereby facilitating their
easy resizing, placement and closure. An important aspect
in our framework is substitution, which means that an
end-user can exchange an ItBean with another. In the
context of JPEG the exchange of DCT with FFT may be
an appropriate substitution.
ARCHITECTURE OF THE TOOLKIT
The architecture of the itBeankit is shown in Figure 2. To
be able to coordinate different itBeans (Interactive
Teaching Beans) we use a main controller called the itMain-Controller. the itBeans themselves are developed
according to the model-view-controller model (MVCmodel) [6] which is responsible to provide a unified
environment of the itBeans, which do not have to care
about the graphical presentation of their input and output.
We now explain the components of our architecture in
detail.
itBean
itBean
itBean
itBean

write
to file
if desiered

it-Main
Controller

Fig. 2: Architecture of itBeankit

setMaster

ITBEANS
ItBeans are the major components responsible for the
animation of parts, or of the whole of the algorithm to be
explained. ItBeans consist of a set of state and shared
attributes, a set of elements responsible for the creation of
the user interface and also of a set of methods to define
relationships and interdependencies among state/shared
variables and events. The external control over an itBean
is performed by the controller which is explained below.
An itBean itself can therefore only work in a single level
of complexity. The switching between these levels is done
by the controller unit.
An important property of the itBeans is that the user can
forgo a graphical presentation of the results of the
calculations an applet executes. The visual representation
can thus be turned off at runtime but still be executed
inside the framework. Looking at the JPEG-compression
this feature can be used if a user is particularly interested
in the effects and in the function of the quantization step.
He then turns off the graphical representation of the image
preparation and of the transformation (DCT). While these
steps are still executed and thus the content of an image is
modified, all the user will see is the animation of the
quantization. In our toolkit we provide buttons to turn
on/off the representation of certain steps of the algorithms
to be animated.
Another main aspect in our implementation is the
internationalization [7]. Each of our ItBeans supports
English, German and Spanish. The support of new
optional languages is guaranteed due to the Java
Internationalization API [8].

the user interface only those buttons which are applicable
are highlighted. Using the components at the lowest level
of the hierarchy only the level up-button is highlighted.
An example of the user interface of the components is
shown in Figure 4.

Fig.4: User interface of component beans. Buttons fire events
which are passed to the controller

COMBINATION OF ITBEAN-COMPONENTS
The combination of itBeans can be accomplished in two
different ways: itBeans can be combined a) using the
visual builder tool or b) writing a script specifying the
components and their respective order for the purpose of
creating an applet. Figure 5 shows the prototype of the
visual builder tool, which allows a simple wiring of the
components to be tested. The visual builder tool also
allows to generate an applet automatically with its
corresponding web page (HTML-file).

Fig.3: ItBean Internationalization support

IT-MAIN-CONTROLLER
The main controller is responsible for the invocation of
the proper itBean corresponding to an event. Our
controller currently reacts on the following events: play,
stop, hide, next, previous, level down and level up. Next
and previous could also be implemented without a
controller as these events specify the itBean which the
user wants to be executed after the one being currently
active. This could also be controlled within the respective
bean. The level-commands are responsible to traverse
upwards or downwards the hierarchical tree of parts of the
algorithm to be shown. To simplify the interaction with

Fig.5: The prototype of the ItBeans visual builder tool

5.

CASE STUDY: ANIMATION OF JPEG

In this section we demonstrate the use of our toolkit. As
an example we present the visualization of the different
steps of the JPEG compression, including the procedures
being executed at the encoder as well as those of the
decoder [1]. A JPEG encoder performs a series of
transformations on raw image data to produce a
compressed output stream, which is then transmitted to a
JPEG decoder that executes these transformations in the
inverse order to decompress the image. Figure 6 outlines
the steps of the JPEG compression/decompression
process.

alization of each step of the algorithm. This concept
allows for a significant reuse of code when developing
new components, and moreover some of these can directly
be reused to compose other software components.
Although, the identification of the components necessary
to visualize a complex algorithm is performed applying a
top-down technique, the development of these
components (ItBeans) follows a bottom-up design. The
development of the ItEncodingBean serves as a good
example how this is achieved: no new code visualizing the
encoding process has to be developed. Instead of
implementing a new component, the functionality of one
of the different encoding algorithms can be reused.
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inverse
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Fig. 6: The JPEG compression/decompression process

JPEG deals with colors in the YUV color space. For
each separate color component (Y, U and V), the image is
divided into 8x8 pixel blocks of picture elements. Each
block is then transformed into a two dimensional DCT
matrix. Figure 7 shows an 8x8 coefficient matrix
generated by the DCT step. Coefficients with lower
frequencies (typically higher values) are encoded first,
followed by higher frequencies (with typically small
values, near to zero).
The coefficients of the DCT matrix are then quantized.
The final step of the JPEG compression consists of an
entropy coding.
DC-value
lowest frequency

image

Bean

ItQuanB ean

ItDCTBean

ItEncodingBean

compressed
image

Arithm.

Runlength

Huffman

encodingBean

encodingBean

encodingBean

Fig. 8: Bean components of JPEG compression process

Each of our itBeans can have more than one view with
respect to the specific needs of the user. An end-user who
does not need to be concerned with the details of the DCT
transformation algorithm or the Huffman encoding, but
who is only interested in the general functionality of
JPEG, will get the ItJPEG-Bean presenting the input and
the output image with some additional information like
the file size before and after the compression. Another
end-user who might be interested in the execution of the
DCT transformation algorithm will get the ItBeans which
are located at the second level with regard to our
hierarchy.
JPEG IMPLEMENTATION

highest frequency
AC70

AC77

Fig. 7: DCT processing order

To develop an applet explaining the JPEG encoding and
decoding process, a set of reusable itBeans that perform
these transformations are composed as illustrated in
Figure 8. The ItBeanKit library uses a fine grained
modular decomposition to effectively de-couple the visu-

In the following we will explain our JPEG
implementation with all the necessary steps according to
our framework. In order to develop an applet explaining
the JPEG encoding and decoding process, a set of reusable
ItBeans that perform these transformations are composed
as illustrated in Figure 6.
As mentioned earlier the ItBeanKit library uses a fine
grained modular decomposition to effectively decouple
the visualization of each algorithm. This allows a
significant reuse of code when developing new
components, and moreover some of these components can
directly be reused to compose other software components.

RGB-Bean

3D-View Bean

RGB-Bean

Fig. 9: 3D view-Bean and RGB-Bean
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The 3D view-Bean which shows the values of the
Discrete Cosine Transformation, as well as the RGBBean, which is shown in Figure 9 are used in different
applets (for example JPEG, DCT and the preparation unit
applet).
As shown in Figure 4, (JPEG applet) the user can
choose an image block and see the composition of the
block in RGB (Red-Green-Blue) colors. The user can also
explore the quality of the picture by choosing a higher
quantization value which then decreases the quality of the
picture by increasing the compression factor and
decreasing the file size of the picture. If the user presses
the forward button, an illustration of the steps of JPEG
will be provided. By clicking on such a component a new
applet window is opened and the detailed step is
explained. Figure 10 illustrates the DCT visualization,
having clicked on the DCT Button. As illustrated the user
can switch between FDCT (Fast Discrete Cosine
Transformation)
and
DCT
(Discrete
Cosine
Transformation), to explore the time differences necessary
to calculate the output values (DCT is outperformed by
FDCT). The user can also change the parameters of the
formula, and define his own cosine function to be
executed. In DCT level 2 the user can explore the effect of
the 64 basic frequencies. He / She can interact with the
system and examine the processing order of the ACcoefficients using the zig-zag sequence described above.
Furthermore Figure 10 illustrate how also how a
visualization of the RGB-Bean is reused.

Fig. 10: Illustration of the DCT applet in level 2

6.

RELATED WORK

The work described in literature shows that the use of
component based architecture can significantly increase
the learner’s efficiency. Stasko et al. [9] studied how
students learnt from an animation of computer algorithms,
and concluded that they only learnt from the animation if
they constructed it themselves. Similarly, Nardi and
Zarmer [10] carried out a study of spreadsheet users and
observed that these users tended to "incrementally develop
external, physical models of their problems".
Klein and Hanisch describe a system to realize an
interactive computer graphics course [11]. Their system
employs a similar concept to use Beans to visualize different steps of a complex algorithm. However, no control
structure is provided to group modules and to switch
between different complexities.
Wernert chooses a similar approach for a unified
environment for the presentation, development and
analysis of graphics algorithms [12]. His system also does
not use the concept of complexity. Furthermore it only
works on the IRIS explorer.
Mecklenburg and Burger describe a system to create
component-based applets automatically from Estellespecifications [13]. They also plan to use complexities to
support the learner. Their approach is somewhat different
as the order of the components is bounded by the Estellespecification.
Land [14] describes a similar approach as [12] allowing
for high-level programming (network wiring). As in [12],

his system cannot be interlinked with a WWW-based
environment.

7.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
9.

In this paper we described a component-based
architecture for animations using JavaBeans. Our
approach extends other concepts by the use of hierarchies
thus supporting the learner in an efficient way. Instead of
merely wiring components we propose to use a controller
unit to switch between aggregated and detailed views of
the steps of an algorithm to be animated. The different
steps of an algorithm are animated by particular itBeans.
To achieve a common look-and-feel we separate the
graphical output from the itBean itself.
Our experience suggests that the ItBeanKit may well
provide an environment in which a user without
conventional programming skills can build a useful
interactive visual algorithm relevant to a particular task.
The ItBeanKit will therefore continue to be extended,
particularly by increasing the available choice of
components.
At the moment we study the extent, by which
algorithms can be modified. In this paper we looked at the
animation of JPEG. In the near future we will examine
how routing in the Internet can be animated. We will try
to build up a hierarchy which has routers, links and endsystems at its lowest level.
Furthermore we will study how the itBeankit can be
integrated in a distributed learning environment enabling
students who work in a distributed environment to discuss
the functionality of algorithms. In addition we examine
new forms of tests. Instead of using multiple choice
students can experiment with components. If these are
given the student has to prove his knowledge by finding
the right order in which the components have to be placed.
It is thus immediately possible to observe if the answer is
correct or not because the result is presented graphically.
If a learner places the entropy encoding of the JPEGcompression in front of the DCT, the result will change
significantly.
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